
 
Dear Reader, 

Quality education is a fundamental human need. MIT has been serving society through education and 

training initiatives for over 42 years through its 20 institutions and more than 25,000+ MIT alumni are 

a testimony to it.  

To convert the 21st century challenges into opportunities for our students MIT has taken the most 

important step of merging two of its premier institutions i.e. Maharashtra Institute of Technology and 

Marathwada Institute of Technology, at Aurangabad with permission from AICTE. The new institute is 

known as Maharashtra Institute of Technology, Aurangabad and it has been granted a status of an 

Autonomous Institution by UGC. 

An autonomous institution offers multiple advantages to students in terms of relevant curriculum 

updates, frequent assessments, quicker results and more personalized learning experience. New 

Education Policy (NEP 2020) framed by Government of India envisages integrated campus for holistic 

education of students and merger of institutions at MIT is a step in realizing the dream of quality 

education for our students.  

Post-merger, the sprawling MIT campus now covers over 47 acres of land and 11 lakh sq feet build up 

space with state-of-the-art learning and laboratory facilities offering a unified learning experience. 

Out of nearly 9000 technical and professional higher education institutions MIT Autonomous 

Institution has credentials of being one of 250 Autonomous engineering and technical institutions in 

the country with NAAC “A” Accreditation, offering NBA Accredited Courses, and Scientific and 

Industrial Research Organizations (SIRO) recognition by DSIR Govt. of India. All this translates into 

being a member prestigious select group of Autonomous institutions dedicated to improving quality 

and relevance of education and training.  

We are confident that you all will welcome this growth of MIT from a very good institute to a private 

institution with a “public-spirited commitment to high-quality Equitable Education” that address 

the basic issues with higher education of “Quality, Autonomy, Adequacy, & Flexibility”.  

We look forward to your continued involvement and contribution in helping all MITian realize their 

potential and dream. 

With Regards, 

Munish Sharma 


